
I Love That Song! - It's timeless!

Written by act_deft
Monday, 03 January 2011 18:09 - 

  

I wonder it time traveling will truly leave you scars...

  

  

Today's track is Scars of Time from Chrono Cross

  

{audio}http://www.angry-gamers.com/music/01%20-%20Chrono%20Cross%20%7E%20Time%
27s%20Scar.mp3{/audio}

  

Please  note   due to copyright issues I      can  not make this song available  for you to  
download directly

  

We have talked about Chrono Trigger before and it's pretty awesome.  And it also has a sequel!
Not a direct sequel but Chrono Cross happens on the same universe as its predecesor.  The
game is kind of different than Chrono Trigger, but it offers the same gameplay elements you are
already familiar with.  Though, like it sometimes tends to happen, this sequel didn't please most
fans since it offers little to no relation at to Chrono Trigger and the battle mechanics aren't that
good either.  But something that most people say it surpasses Chrono Trigger on is the
soundtrack.  If the first game had awesome music, Chrono Cross is like 10 times better!  And
how do we know?  The moment you start the game and the intro plays, you get this wonderful
song called "Scars of Time".  It is pretty much telling you how awesome the soundtrack is with
just the first song alone.
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"Scars of Time" is pretty and a strong song at the same time, it captures you with its tune, then
it builds up to a more epic song, worth of an orchestra playlist set.

  

If you have suggestions or  recommendations for     future "I love    that  song" segments or just
wanna  comment about the song  please click    the  "Add new comment"    link or   contact us
via Twitter:  @Darktetsuya  or me, @act_deft !

  

Until next time, keep on travelin'!
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http://www.twitter.com/darktetsuya
http://www.twitter.com/act_deft

